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Summary
Urban mobility is rapidly evolving in the United States, particularly since the introduction
of app‐based transportation network companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft. As these
services become more widespread, many have begun to question what effect they are
having on the cities where they operate, including on public transit ridership, single‐
occupancy vehicle trips and traffic congestion. In the face of widespread declines in public
transit ridership after a decade or more of growth nationally, these questions have become
especially pressing. Speculation has grown around whether TNCs are leading to real
changes in how people use public transit and private automobiles, or if these fluctuations
are caused by other factors.
This report—an extension of TCRP Research Report 188: Shared Mobility and the
Transformation of Public Transit (2016)—attempts to address these questions by further
exploring evidence of how TNCs are affecting the use of public transit and personal
automobiles in several regions.
The report’s findings draw on several sources, including TNC trip origin‐destination data
for five regions provided by a major TNC and similar modeled information for the city of
San Francisco provided by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA).
These regions—Chicago, Los Angeles, Nashville, Seattle and Washington, DC—represent a
variety of demographic, transportation, and land use characteristics. Additionally, the
report references a survey of more than 10,000 transit and shared mobility users
conducted by the researchers(referred to here as the Shared Mobility Survey), as well as
rider surveys about TNC use administered by four large public transit agencies (the Four‐
Agency Survey).
Key findings from this research include:
1. The heaviest TNC use across the regions in this study is during evening hours and
weekends. Reaffirming the findings from TCRP 188, TNC trip data for the five regions,
along with modeled data for the city of San Francisco, shows that the greatest levels of TNC
use are on Friday and Saturday evenings. The busiest time in most cities is between 7pm
and midnight.
2. Most TNC trips in the study regions are short and concentrated in downtown core
neighborhoods. Across the five regions represented in the TNC trip data, the mean TNC
trip was between 2 and 4 miles. Many took place within a single zip code tabulation area.
Peak‐hour usage was concentrated primarily in urban cores, along relatively short,
contiguous corridors between dense neighborhoods. The only notable exceptions were
airports, which were the highest non‐core areas of TNC activity in most of the study
regions.

TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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3. There is no clear relationship between the level of peak‐hour TNC use and longer‐
term changes in the study regions’ public transit usage. From 2010 to 2016,1 Seattle,
San Francisco, and Nashville—representing high, medium, and low peak‐hour TNC usage,
respectively—all saw transit ridership increase. Meanwhile transit ridership in Chicago
and Los Angeles (high and medium peak‐hour TNC use, respectively) decreased, and
Washington, DC’s (high peak‐hour TNC use) fell by the greatest percentage, according to
National Transit Database reporting. The changes in transit ridership between 2010 and
2016 in these regions do not appear to be related to the regions’ levels of peak‐hour TNC
usage.
4. Among survey respondents, people who use transit or commute by driving solo do
so as part of a routine; TNCs are used on a more occasional basis. Frequent TNC use
(weekly or more often) is much less common than frequent transit use or frequent driving.
This and other evidence from both the Shared Mobility Survey and the Four‐Agency Survey
suggests that for most users, TNCs are one part of a transportation menu, filling gaps or
serving specific needs, but not providing the central mode for most users.
5. Transit travel and wait times were top concerns of survey respondents who
replaced transit trips with TNC trips. Faster travel and lower wait times were
overwhelmingly cited by Four Agency Survey respondents as the top reasons for choosing
a TNC over transit on the occasions when they did so. The proportions were higher among
people who substituted TNCs for transit, ranging from 57–87%, compared to 40–61% for
those who connected to transit. Reliability was also cited as a major concern for riders who
substituted TNCs for transit trips in Washington, DC. Only among the heaviest users of
TNCs was commuting a major reason for use; most TNC use took place for recreation.
6. TNC usage takes place in communities of all income levels. The TNC trip data shows
that individual TNC trips were widespread across each of the study regions, suggesting that
TNCs are used to some degree by people in communities across the socioeconomic
spectrum. While urban core areas had the highest volume, TNC trips originated in nearly
every zip code in the core counties of the study regions.
7. TNC use is associated with decreases in respondents’ vehicle ownership and
single‐occupancy vehicle trips. Among respondents to the Shared Mobility Survey, the
combination of postponed purchase, deciding not to purchase, and selling a car without
replacement outweighed the respondents in each region who acquired a car to become a
TNC driver. Respondents also reported net decreases in solo driving. Frequent TNC users
reported owning less than one car per household, in line with those of frequent transit
users, and people who used a combination of transit and TNCs owned even fewer cars. Due
to limitations of the data available to the researchers, TNCs’ net impact on vehicle
ownership and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are not addressed by this study. (See Section
IV for more information.)

1

According to National Transit Database and TNC trip data.
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The report also provides a range of recommendations to help inform public transit
agencies and other public entities in large, midsized and smaller urban areas in their
attempts to engage with TNC services. These include:






Transit agencies in large urban areas should continue to prioritize rail, bus rapid
transit, bus‐only lanes, and other transit‐centered approached that move large
numbers of people efficiently and effectively. Recommended strategies for transit
agencies that wish to engage with TNCs include designating curb space or other
specific locations for TNC pick up/drop offs to minimize conflict near transit stops
or stations, and pursuing cost savings through public‐private partnerships on late
night, call‐and‐ride, and paratransit services.
Transit agencies in midsized urban areas may want to explore first/last mile
partnership opportunities with TNCs to help attract new riders and increase the
utility of public transit in lower‐density areas. Transit agencies in midsized areas
may also be able to find ways to work with both TNCs and large employers on
behavior change efforts to encourage area residents to their leave cars at home and
make alternative transportation choices. Components of such efforts can include
carpooling/guaranteed ride home programs, parking policy changes and other
transportation demand management (TDM) strategies.
Transit agencies in smaller urban areas often have challenges beyond the
farebox when it comes to providing frequent and full coverage of their service areas,
and thus may be interested in partnering with TNCs to provide alternatives to
unproductive routes or provide service across greater time spans or geographic
areas. These efforts should focus on allowing transit agencies to concentrate their
resources on key routes while also bringing new riders to transit through explicit
linkages to service gaps in time or geography, such as late nights, weekends, and
unserved areas.

Transit agencies of all sizes might consider exploring opportunities for fare integration, co‐
marketing and other strategies that encourage multimodal lifestyles. Additionally, local and
state governments should be encouraged to create a predictable framework within which a
variety of private providers can operate in the public interest. This includes policies that
encourage and prioritize TNC trips that are concurrently shared by multiple riders, thus
reducing possible congestion and VMT impacts from additional private vehicles on the
street. TNCs can be good partners by providing data, promoting their services in a way that
complements the efforts of transit agencies, and working together with cities on efforts to
increase mobility, reduce traffic congestion, mitigate carbon emissions, and increase access
to underserved communities. Business initiatives that demonstrably serve the public good
should also be encouraged.

TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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I. Introduction
The picture of urban transportation is rapidly evolving in the United States, particularly
since the advent of transportation network companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft in the
early 2010s. The rise of TNCs and ubiquitous mobile computing technologies have
catalyzed a reexamination of many aspects of transportation in the US. For instance,
questions remain as to whether:


TNCs themselves are fundamentally transforming the way people move in cities or
merely represent a reorganization and expansion of markets for taxis and other for‐
hire transportation services.



Recent declines in public transit ridership, after a decade or more of growth
nationally, may represent a real change in how people are using public transit or are
symptomatic of cyclical factors that had been obscured during an earlier period of
economic recession and higher gas prices.

As part of a broader inquiry into how emerging shared modes of transportation interact
with public transit and private autos, this analysis combines several sources of information
about the use of TNCs in the United States. This report is an extension of the work
contained in TCRP Research Report 188, Shared Mobility and the Transformation of Public
Transit (2016). This second phase of the work builds understanding of how shared
modes—and TNCs in particular—interact with the use of public transit and personal
automobiles.
The study attempts to broaden the understanding of the interplay among emerging and
established modes of transportation by approaching from several angles the question of
how shared modes, and particularly TNCs, are being incorporated into the mix of
transportation options. Information sources for this research include:


TNC trip data. Hourly origin‐destination TNC trip data for five regions (Chicago, Los
Angeles, Nashville, Seattle and Washington, DC) provided by a major TNC, and
similar modeled information for the city of San Francisco provided by the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA). The nature and format of the
TNC trip data is described in Appendix A, and summaries of the data for each of the
five regions is provided in Appendix B.



Shared Mobility Survey. A survey of more than 10,000 transit and other shared
mobility users in eight metropolitan areas administered by the researchers. This
survey and its results are referred to as the Shared Mobility Survey throughout this
report. The survey is discussed in more detail in Section IV and Appendices D and E.



Four‐Agency survey. Transit rider surveys about TNC use administered by public
transit agencies in Atlanta, the Bay Area, New Jersey, and Washington, DC. This
survey, referred to throughout the report as the Four‐Agency Survey, is discussed in
detail in Section IV and the instrument is presented in Appendix F.

TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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II. Market Characteristics
A major transportation network company provided the researchers with data about trip
origins and destinations in five different US regions for the period of May 2016. While
representing just a small sample of overall TNC activity nationwide, the data presents a
window into TNC usage in a range of urban forms. Aggregated hourly data was provided
for the following metropolitan areas:






Chicago, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Nashville, TN
Seattle, WA
Washington, DC

The nature and format of the TNC trip data is described in Appendix A, and summaries of
the data for each of the five regions is provided in Appendix B. These metro areas represent
a variety of land‐use patterns, physical environments, and population densities at both the
core city and metropolitan level (see Table 1).
Though San Francisco was not represented in the TNC data provided to the researchers,
similar data was collected and modeled at the municipal level in a 2017 study conducted by
the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA),2 so that city has been
included in the table and the discussion below, as appropriate.
As the table shows, the six regions’ transportation systems range from being largely
centered on private automobiles to having robust public transit systems and a variety of
shared modes such as microtransit and TNC‐based services available.
Table 1: Summary of study cities’ mobility characteristics. Sources: US Census Bureau Annual Estimates of the

Resident Population for Incorporated Places of 50,000 or More (MSA/city population); 2010 Census (MSA/city land area);
American Community Survey 2010 and 2015 5‐year estimates (commute mode, household vehicles, occupied housing
units); National Transit Database 2010 and 2016 profiles (transit system data); SUMC Shared Mobility Database (shared
mobility operators as of October 2017).
Metropolitan
Statistical
Area (MSA)

Chicago‐
Naperville‐
Elgin, IL‐IN‐
WI

Population,
millions (%
change,
2010‐16):
MSA; core
9.5 (0.5%);
2.7 (0.4%)

Land area,
sq. mi. (pop.
density):
MSA; core
city
7197 (1327);
228 (11,944)

Solo car
commute %;
(avg. HH veh.
count): MSA;
core city
71% (1.6)
50% (1.1)

Carshare
and
bikeshare
operators

Shared modes:
TNC and
microtransit
services
(launch year)

Zipcar
(traditional),
Getaround
(p2p),
Divvy
bikeshare

Lyft, Uber
(2013);
Via (2015);
UberPool (2015),
Lyft Line (2016),
LyftShuttle
(2017)

Regional public transit:
annual unlinked
passenger trips, millions
2010/2016 (annual trips
per capita 2010/2016)
% change 2010‐16
Chicago Transit Authority:
517/498 (54.6/52.3)
NE Ill. Regional Commuter
Railroad (Metra): 71/72
(7.5/7.6)
Pace Suburban Bus: 32/31
(3.4/3.3)
Total: 620/601 (65.5/63.2)
Change: –3.0%

San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA). 2017. TNCs Today: A Profile of San Francisco
Transportation Network Company Activity (draft report). June 13.
http://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/content/Planning/TNCs/TNCs_Today_061317.pdf

2
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Metropolitan
Statistical
Area (MSA)

Los Angeles‐
Long Beach‐
Anaheim, CA

Nashville‐
Davidson‐
Murfreesboro‐
Franklin, TN

San Francisco‐
Oakland‐
Hayward, CA

Seattle‐
Tacoma‐
Bellevue, WA

Washington‐
Arlington‐
Alexandria,
DC‐VA‐MD‐
WV

Population,
millions (%
change,
2010‐16):
MSA; core
13.3 (3.6%);
4.0 (4.7%)

1.9 (11.3%);
0.7 (9.2%)

4.7 (7.4%);
0.9 (9.3%)

3.7 (8.5%);
0.8 (14.0%)

6.1 (8.2%);
0.7 (12.6%)

Land area,
sq. mi. (pop.
density):
MSA; core
city
4849 (2751);
469 (8475)

6302 (290);
476 (1375)

2478 (1879);
47 (18,451)

5872 (636);
84 (8164)

6246 (976);
61 (10,994)

Solo car
commute %;
(avg. HH veh.
count): MSA;
core city
74% (1.8)
70% (1.6)

82% (1.9)
79% (1.7)

Carshare
and
bikeshare
operators

Shared modes:
TNC and
microtransit
services
(launch year)

Zipcar
(traditional),
Metro Bike
Share

Lyft, Uber
(2013);
UberPool (2015)
Lyft Line (2016)

Zipcar
(traditional),
Bcycle
bikeshare

60% (1.7)
35% (1.1)

Zipcar
(traditional);
Getaround
(p2p); Scoot
(scooters);
Ford GoBike
bikeshare

70% (1.8)
49% (1.4)

Zipcar
(traditional),
car2go (one‐
way);
LimeBike &
Spin
bikeshare
Zipcar
(traditional),
car2go (one‐
way;
Getaround
(p2p);
Capital
Bikeshare &
dockless
providers

66% (1.8)
34% (0.9)

Lyft (2013),
Uber (2014)

Lyft, Uber
(2011);
Chariot (2014);
UberPool (2014),
Lyft Line (2016),
LyftShuttle
(2017)

Lyft, Uber
(2013); Chariot
(2017), Lyft Line
(2016) UberPool
(2016)
Lyft, Uber
(2011);
Via (2016);
UberPool (2015)
Lyft Line (2016)

Regional public transit:
annual unlinked
passenger trips, millions
2010/2016 (annual trips
per capita 2010/2016)
% change 2010‐16
LA County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority:
463/432 (36.1/32.5)
Orange County
Transportation Authority:
56/46 (4.3/3.5)
Long Beach Transit: 29/26
(2.2/2.0)
LADOT: 31/22 (2.4/1.6)
Santa Monica: 22/17
(1.7/1.2)
Total: 601/544 (46.8/40.9)
Change: –9.5%
Metropolitan
Transportation Authority:
9/10 (5.4/5.3)
Regional Transportation
Authority: 0.4/0.6
(0.2/0.3)
Total: 9/10 (5.6/5.6)
Change: 12.5%
San Francisco Municipal
Railway (Muni): 217/232
(50.1/50.0);
Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART): 108/138
(25.0/29.6)
Alameda‐Contra Costa:
62/55 (14.3/11.7);
SamTrans: 15/14
(3.4/2.9);
CalTrain: 12/19 (2.8/4.1)
Total: 414/458 (95.5/98.3)
Change: 10.5%
King County Metro Transit:
114/127 (33.0/34.1)
Sound Transit: 23/43
(6.8/11.4)
Total: 137/170 (39.8/45.6)
Change: 24.1%
Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority:
418/379 (74.2/62.2)
Change: –9.3%

Looking first at the underlying land use and transportation patterns, the densest cities (San
Francisco, Chicago, and Washington, DC, all with over 10,000 persons per square mile in
the core) have lower levels of solo car commuting, fewer cars per household, and greater
levels of transit ridership per capita than the other regions included in this research.
TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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By comparison, Nashville, with the second‐greatest municipal land area and the smallest
municipal population, has by far the lowest population density, the highest proportion of
car commuters, and the lowest per capita transit ridership. However, its rates of both
population and transit ridership growth are among the highest of the regions in this
research.
Seattle and Los Angeles fall in between, with fairly high levels of population density at the
core, extensive metropolitan areas, and comparable levels of household car ownership,
driving commutes, and transit ridership at the metro level. In Seattle’s compact core,
however, commute mode split and car ownership are more like the three dense‐core cities.

The heaviest use of TNCs, across the regions for which TNC trip data was provided,
is during evening hours and weekends but usage does occur at other times.
Actual TNC trip data across the five study regions, and modeled data from San Francisco,
showed that the greatest levels of TNC use occurred on Friday and Saturday evenings. This
reflects the findings in TCRP Report 188, which came to a similar conclusion based on
surveys and modeled TNC data. Figure 1 presents data for each region, illustrating relative
TNC trip volume by hour of the day and day of the week3. Summaries of TNC usage patterns
for each of the regions individually are presented in Appendices A and B. Figure 2 shows
equivalent data for TNC trips within the city of San Francisco modeled by the SFCTA.
This finding also corresponds to patterns established by responses to both the SUMC
shared mobility survey and the public transit agency surveys. The trips show distinct
patterns based on time of day, day of week, and geographic distribution.

Note that these data show relative TNC trip volumes derived from the normalized figures provided to the
researchers; the Total Volume figures are not directly comparable across regions as they are a sum of indexed
ride volumes, not actual trip counts. See Appendix A for a detailed description of the data and its
transformation for this study.

3
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Figure 1: Total TNC triip volume by
y hour and da
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(columns)) and region (rrows), with ho
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Los Angeles and Nashville. Peak‐hour TNC usage—which the researchers assume
to be largely commute‐related—is lowest relative to overall volume in the most
automobile‐dependent regions, Los Angeles and Nashville. These cities have a
greater share of solo car commuting, fewer transit trips per capita, and more cars
per household than most other regions. The weekend night‐centered pattern of TNC
use is most strongly visible in these regions.



Seattle. With greater downtown density, fewer vehicles per household, and fewer
car commuters than Los Angeles or Nashville, Seattle shows clear morning and
evening commute‐time TNC ridership, though this is still outpaced by Friday and
Saturday night usage.



Chicago and Washington, DC. The largest morning commute‐time TNC usage is
evident in Chicago and Washington, DC, the study regions with the most dense and
walkable cores, fewest cars per household, and largest transit mode shares. The
SFCTA’s modeled data (Figure 2), which was independently derived using a
different methodology, also found high peak hour TNC usage in the city of San
Francisco. Although it was estimated using different sources and can’t be directly
compared to the other regions in this study (for instance, it only covered trips
entirely within the city limits), these data show that peak hour usage, especially in
the morning, make up a sizeable proportion of total TNC trips.

Across the six regions, weekday TNC peak‐hour trips (those taking place during the hours
of 7, 8, and 9am, and 4, 5, and 6pm) range between about 20 and 27% of the total TNC trip
volume for the week (see Table 2). In other words, roughly three quarters of TNC trips take
place outside of peak travel hours.
Table 2: Peak‐hour TNC trip volumes as a percentage of total TNC volume in each region. Significant
observations only (see Appendix A). *San Francisco data is from SFCTA modeling, and those volume figures
refer to modeled pickup counts for trip entirely within the City of San Francisco, while the other cities cover
larger portions of their metro areas. Sources: TNC trip data, SFCTA modeled TNC data

Region
Chicago
Washington, DC
Los Angeles
Nashville
Seattle
San Francisco*

Peak hour trips
as percentage of
total
26.8
27.2
23.2
19.8
27.1
24.1*

At the regional level, there is no clear relationship between peak‐hour TNC usage and
longer‐term changes in a region’s public transit usage (Figure 3). In the period between

TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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2010 and 2016,4 the following changes in transit ridership took place in the five study cities
and San Francisco:


Transit ridership grew by more than 10% in San Francisco, Seattle, and
Nashville. These cities represented almost the full range of peak‐hour TNC usage,
from lowest to highest. Seattle saw a 24% increase in transit usage, and also had
nearly the highest level of peak‐hour TNC usage.



Transit ridership declined by single digit percentages in Chicago, Los Angeles,
and Washington, DC. In peak‐hour TNC usage, Chicago and Los Angeles ranked
near the top and the bottom, respectively. Transit ridership fell by 9% in
Washington, DC, during a period that coincided with major maintenance‐related
track closures across the WMATA rail system in 2015 and 2016. The region had the
highest levels of peak‐hour TNC usage among the cities observed.

Varying the base year of the analysis makes little difference—no association was found
between current peak‐hour TNC usage and changes in regional transit ridership for any
period between 2010 and 2016. Taken together, these divergent trends suggest little
association between longer‐term changes in transit ridership and the proportion of peak‐
hour TNC usage.
Figure 3: Peak‐hour TNC use vs. transit ridership change 2010‐16. Sources: TNC trip data, SFCTA
modeled TNC data, National Transit Database UPT counts 2010‐16.
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TNCs have been operating in all six markets since at least 2013, and in San Francisco and
Washington since 2011. However, it is possible that impacts of broadening and maturing
TNC markets were not yet visible throughout this period. The recent, shorter‐term transit
ridership decreases that have been observed in cities across the country might be related
to these or other economic factors, including rebounding auto sales after the end of the
2007–2009 recession, historically low gas prices after several years of high prices, and cuts
4

According to unlinked passenger trips in National Transit Database ridership reports.
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and interruptions to
o transit serrvice in som
me cities. As TNCs continue to evolvve and the
economy
y reaches otther points in the busin
ness cycle, th
his will be a crucial areea for contin
nued
research
h.

Peak-ho
our TNC usa
age is conccentrated in downtow
wn areas.
Looking at peak‐hou
ur TNC pattterns in Chiccago and W
Washington, D
DC, two of tthe study citties
with the greatest peeak‐hour TN
NC usage, acctivity is con
ncentrated iin the urban
n cores, alon
ng
relatively short, con
ntiguous corrridors betw
ween dense neighborho
oods, or witthin dense
suburbs adjacent to
o the city. Th
his concentrration of TN
NC ride volu
umes in a few
w core areaas is
typical of
o TNC usagee patterns more
m
broadlly, at comm ute times an
nd other tim
mes of the d
day.
In Wash
hington, DC
C (Figure 4),, these areass fall along aan east‐wesst belt of zip
p code
tabulatio
on areas (ZC
CTAs) acrosss the broad
dest central section of tthe District ffrom the
Arboretu
um area, wh
hich includees Union Staation, west tto Georgetown and across the
Potomacc to Arlingto
on.
Figure 4:: Major peak‐‐hour flows in
n Washington
n, DC (hourlyy volume grea
ater than 25%
% of the high
hest
volume flow
f
for the region). Arrow
ws show flowss between ZCT
TAs (brighter = greater volu
ume) and colored
areas indicate ZCTAs with
w internal single‐zip flow
ws (darker = grreater volumee). Source: TNC
C trip data.

In Chica
ago (Figure 5) the heav
viest peak‐hour TNC tri ps are in th
he downtow
wn Loop or in
n
nearby neighborhoo
n
ods to the north
n
and no
orthwest, fr om the South Loop norrth to
Ravensw
wood, and west
w to Wick
ker Park, with an outlyiing single‐ziip enclave in Evanston,, a
walkablee and transiit‐connected
d suburb on
n the city’s n
northern bo
order.
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All thesee areas are well
w served by public trransit, althoough specific transit jou
urneys mayy vary
in travel time and reeliability, deepending on
n corridors and station
n areas—forr instance, a
crosstow
wn journey from
f
Chicaggo’s Wicker Park east too the lakefrront is serveed only by lo
ocal
bus routtes on highly
y congested
d surface strreets, while a trip from Ravenswoo
od south to the
Loop hass multiple rail and exprress bus opttions.
The areaas with the heaviest
h
peaak‐hour TNC trip volum
mes includee many of th
he highest‐
income downtown
d
residential
r
areas
a
in theeir respectivve regions. T
They are byy no means
exclusiveely wealthy
y areas, how
wever: sizeab
ble swathess of lower‐in
ncome north
heast
Washing
gton, DC, and Chicago’s West Side fall
f within tthese zones as well. Secction IV belo
ow
containss more inforrmation on the
t demogrraphic charaacteristics o
of the areas of heaviest TNC
usage.
Last‐mile TNC ttrips from ttransit hub
bs
versu
us trips bettween hom
me and work
k.
Figure 5: Major peak‐‐hour flows in Chicago
v
greatter than 25%
% of the highe
est
(hourly volume
Becau
use of the geeographic scale of the d
data,
volume flow
f
for the region).
r
Arrow
ws show flowss
it is im
mpossible tto tell what proportion of
between ZCTAs (brighter = greater volume)
v
and
TNC
t
trips might constitute llast‐mile trips
a
indicate ZCTAs with in
nternal single‐‐zip
colored areas
flows (daarker = greaterr volume). Sou
urce: TNC trip data from transit hub
bs versus trips between
n
homee and work, since the ZCTAs that
contaain the majo
or commuteer rail
termiinuses in bo
oth Chicago and
Wash
hington, DC,, also contaiin major
emplooyment con
ncentrationss.
In botth regions, tthe heaviest peak‐hourr
TNC ttrip flows arre under 5 m
miles, with
mediaan lengths aaround 1.5 m
miles; thesee are
the hiigh end of tyypical lengtths for TNC
peak‐‐hour trip fllows for all five study
regions. Howeveer, the transit agency
surveey (see Sectiion IV) sugggests that
transit‐connectin
ng trips are an importaant
part oof TNC usagge, comprisiing a share o
of
recen
nt TNC tripss that rangess from 3% o
on
WMA
ATA to 16% on BART.
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III. Trip-Making Characteristics
While the pattern differs in degrees among the regions studied, TNCs appear to primarily
serve core urban areas for shorter trips, with peak TNC demand in a few specific areas at
times when activity is high, but transit service is infrequent. TNCs seem to be used in a way
that differs from traditional commute modes. At peak commute hours—the time when the
roads and highways are most congested and public transit ridership is at its highest—the
total volume of TNC usage does not match that seen on Friday and Saturday nights. In fact,
the total volume of peak‐hour TNC usage across the entire week (six hours a day across five
weekdays) makes up only around half of the proportion of TNC trips taken on Friday and
Saturdays.

Weekend nights dominate usage
In each region for which TNC data was provided, the single busiest hours fall on Saturday
nights at 9 or 10 pm, while the lowest volume hours uniformly fall on early weekday
mornings. (Table 3 summarizes the highest and lowest hours of TNC usage for the six study
regions.) In the city of San Francisco, Friday at 7pm was the highest ridership hour. Friday
and Saturday together account for 38–45% of TNC trips in all regions in this study,
compared to a range of 20–27% of trips for all weekday peak hours combined (see Table
2).
Table 3: Highest and lowest hourly TNC volumes in each region. Volumes are in terms of significant
observations only (i.e. origin‐destination flows for which a volume proportion is supplied, which are cut off at
the low end between 0 and 2%). *San Francisco data is from SFCTA modeling, and those volume figures refer
to modeled pickup counts for trips entirely within the City of San Francisco. Source: TNC trip data, SFCTA
modeled TNC data
Region
Chicago
Washington, DC
Los Angeles
Nashville
Seattle
San Francisco*

Max. TNC volume
(day, hour)
4350 (Sat., 10pm)
3460 (Sat., 10pm)
8146 (Sat., 9pm)
698 (Sat., 9pm)
2395 (Sat., 9pm)
17,350* (Fri., 7pm)

Min. TNC volume
(day, hour)
65 (Wed., 2am)
25 (Wed., 2am)
54 (Tue., 2am)
6 (Thu., 2am)
43 (Tue., 2am)
505* (Tue., 3am)

TNC usage takes place in communities of all income levels
Individual TNC trips are widespread across the five TNC study regions, suggesting that
TNCs are used to some degree by communities across the socioeconomic spectrum. Almost
every ZCTA in the core counties of the study regions serve as ride origins (Table 4), and
destinations cover an even wider area. (See Appendix B for maps and profiles of the five
regions—San Francisco is not included because of its different data source). At least two‐
thirds of the ZCTAs in each of the five regions have trips originating in them, and more than
TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report
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half of the ZCTAs have significant flows (i.e. TNC flows for which a relative volume can be
calculated—see Appendix A for description of the data). Destination ZCTAs cover an even
wider part of the five regions. Nearly every ZCTA in the five study regions shows at least
some TNC trips both starting and ending in that ZCTA. Maps for origins and destinations in
the Los Angeles region are shown in Figures 6 and 7 below; similar maps for the five study
regions are in Appendix B.
Table 4: Count of unique ZCTAs with actual and significant flows. Source: TNC trip data.

Region
Chicago
Wash., DC
Los Angeles
Nashville
Seattle

Possible
unique origin
ZCTAs
188
225
416
37
89

Origin
ZCTAs w/
flows
169
156
359
32
73

Origin ZCTAs
w/ flows
(% of total)
90
69
86
86
82

TCRP Project J‐11/Task 25 Final Report

Origin ZCTAs
w/ significant
flows
96
152
335
29
72

Origin ZCTAs
w/ significant
flows
(% of total)
51
68
81
78
81
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Unique
destination
ZCTAs
311
336
547
61
135
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Figure 6: TNC trip orig
gins by zip co
ode, Los Ange
eles Region. Source: TNC trip data.
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Figure 7: TNC trip destinations by zip
z code, Los Angeles Reggion. Source: T
TNC trip data.

The grea
atest levelss of TNC usse are conccentrated in core area
as and nea
ar airports.
Despite the
t breadth
h of trip‐mak
king activity
y in each of the five stu
udy regions, it appears tto
take placce at a low level
l
across most of thee metropolittan area, wiith high leveels of activitty
taking pllace within limited areaas. Across th
he five stud
dy regions, a plurality o
of trips take
place within just a few
f core areeas. The top five ZCTAs in each reggion, whetheer origin or
uarter to thrree‐quarterrs of the totaal count of fflows,
destinatiion, accountt for one‐qu
represen
nting a high concentrattion of TNC trips (Tablee 5).5 At leasst four of th
he same ZCT
TAs
are amon
ng both the top five oriigins and top five destin
nations in th
he study regions. The
highest volume
v
of TNC
T trips aree generally within a sin
ngle ZCTA, b
between neaarby ZCTAss, or
to or from a ZCTA co
ontaining an airport.

“Volume” refers to thee aggregated TNC
T volume in
ndex for all hou
urly ZCTA paiirs for which tthese numberss are
( only thosee with a volum
me index greatter than 2). “FFlow count” reefers to a simp
ple count of alll
provided (i.e.
hourly ZCT
TA pairs (i.e. all
a nonzero flo
ows, regardlesss of whether a volume indeex is provided
d for a given ho
our).
5
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Table 5: Top five TNC trip origin and destination ZCTAs by volume, and proportion of regional totals
for volume and flow count. ZCTAs are listed in order of descending volume within each region, with those
that appear in both the top five origins and top five destinations set in bold, and those containing major
airports underscored. Source: TNC trip data.

Region

Top origin ZCTAs

Chicago

60614, 60611,
60657, 60622,
60647

Washington,
DC

20001, 20009,
20002, 20007,
20005

Los Angeles

90028, 90046,
90024, 90069,
90045

Nashville

37203, 37206,
37214, 37212,
37201

Seattle

98122, 98101,
98109, 98105,
98121

Proportion
of regional
origin
volume
(%)

Top destination
ZCTAs

Proportion
of regional
destination
volume
(%)

Proportion
of regional
destination
flow count
(%)

29.9

60611, 60614,
60657, 60654,
60647

39.1

27.7

27.8

20001, 20009,
20002, 20007,
22202

42.0

28.4

15.6

90028, 90045,
90046, 90069,
90026

23.5

17.0

62.2

37203, 37206,
37214, 37201,
37212

76.2

66.8

40.3

98122, 98101,
98109, 98105,
98104

51.6

36.7

Proportion
of regional
origin flow
count (%)

41.4

42.6

22.9

73.1

54.9

Short trips dominate overall usage in the study regions.
TNC trips shown by the data are generally short. The top ten TNC origin‐destination pairs,
by total volume, are shown in Table 6. More than half of the top ten TNC trip flows (shown
in bold in the table) take place within single ZCTAs. All the flows have estimated distances
under 2.5 miles in length. Each of the TNC trip flows sees a mean hourly volume between
about one‐quarter and one‐third of the single highest‐volume flow in that market. (The
meaning and calculation of the volume index, as well as the method for estimating and
comparing distances, are explained in Appendix A).
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Table 6: Top origin‐destination TNC trip pairs, by total weekly volume. Single‐ZCTA flows are in bold.
Source: TNC trip data.6
Region
Chicago
Seattle
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
Chicago
Washington, DC
Chicago

Start zip
60614
98105
90024
90028
20001
20001
20001
60614
20002
60657

End zip
60614
98105
90024
90028
20001
20002
20009
60657
20002
60614

Total weekly
volume index
4908
4547
4356
4203
4103
3860
3850
3822
3781
3695

Mean hourly
volume index
31
27
27
25
26
24
24
24
23
24

Distance
(mi.)
1.7
2.4
1.3
1.1
1.4
1.9
1.2
1.2
2.1
1.2

Typical TNC trips are under approximately three miles.
Across the five study regions, the median TNC trip length (Table 7) varies between 2.2 and
3.1 miles, with the shortest trips in Washington, DC, and the longest in Nashville. Maximum
TNC trip lengths range between about 20 and 30 miles depending on the regions, but most
trips are shorter.7 Though Los Angeles had the longest TNC trips at the high end (a function
of its extensive, largely low‐density urbanized area, which includes several unusually large
ZCTAs), the more typical estimated trip lengths there were in the middle of the pack
compared with the other regions included in this study.
Though the survey conducted for this study did not ask about trip distance in a way that is
directly comparable (in part because these trip lengths are estimates derived from the odd‐
shaped ZCTA geographies), the most common trip length on both TNCs and public transit
was reported by survey respondents to be one between 1 and 5 miles; bus trips tended to
be shorter than train trips, and typical TNC trips were at roughly the midpoint between the
two transit modes.

The TNC trip length estimation is based on the straight‐line distance between the center points of the origin
and destination ZCTAs, or in the case of a single‐ZCTA trip, half of the longest possible trip between any two
points within that ZCTA. The method for calculating these distances is detailed in Appendix A.
7 The minimum, median, and maximum TNC trip length measure is based only on TNC flows for which a
significant volume was supplied (i.e. those with a volume index greater than 2%). A few isolated, very long
trips, in some cases across one or more state lines, appeared in the data for all five study regions—for
instance, from Los Angeles to Las Vegas, Nevada, or from Chicago to Detroit—but these were uniformly for
flows with insignificant volumes (between 0 and 2%).
6
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Table 7. Range of regional TNC trip lengths for significant flows, and average regional transit trip
length (miles). Source: TNC trip data.8

Region
Chicago
Washington, DC
Los Angeles
Nashville
Seattle

Min.
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.7

Median
2.3
2.2
2.4
3.1
2.4

Max.
21.4
28.0
30.7
20.4
21.5

Avg.
transit
trip
4.4
4.8
4.9
5.4
4.9

The bulk of TNC trips are short in each of the five study regions, but there is much variation
among regions in typical trip lengths throughout the day and week.
The range of TNC trip lengths for every hour of the week is shown in Figure 8. In that
figure, the vertical lines show the central 50% of trip distances for each hour, centered on a
point representing the median, while the points above and below the lines indicate the
maximum and minimum, respectively. The data underlying this figure only represent TNC
trip flows in the five regions for which a volume was provided.
Chicago, Los Angeles, and Seattle all show distinctive peaks in typical trip lengths in the
early morning hours (2–5am), meaning that longer trips make up a greater proportion of
trips at those times. In Chicago and Seattle, the median trip in this period is often more than
10 miles long. Nashville shows the same effect to a lesser degree, though trips there tend to
be longer to begin with. The Washington, DC, region shows little of this early morning
phenomenon. This pattern is likely driven partly by airport trips (see discussion in section
on Airports, below), as well as the general unavailability of frequent public transit services
in the early morning hours.

Average regional transit trip lengths calculated from ratio of passenger miles to unlinked passenger trips on
the regions’ major transit agencies, excluding commuter rail. Source: 2016 APTA Factbook, Appendix B.
8
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Figure 8: Range of TNC
C trip lengthss. For each hou
ur, vertical lin
nes show the 2
25th‐75th perrcentiles, with a gap
dian; points ab
bove and below represent maximum
m
and
d minimum vallues. Source: T
TNC trip data.
at the med
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Trips within a single zip code represent a substantial proportion of TNC trip volumes, and
though their greatest volume is concentrated, these short trips occur widely across each of
the study regions.
In each of the five study regions, the single top origin‐destination TNC trip flow is within a
single ZCTA (Table 6, above), and 11 of the top 20 flows by volume are within a single
ZCTA.
The average proportion of single‐zip trips ranges from 14% (Chicago) to 29% (Nashville)
of total TNC trip volume (Table 8). At a given hour, this proportion ranges from a low of 4%
to a high of nearly 70%, again in Chicago and Nashville, respectively. This proportion is at
both its lowest and its highest during mid‐week early mornings across all five study
markets, although the low point occurs later in the morning than the high point. Beyond
this, there is little temporal pattern to these proportions more generally, either in relation
to peak commute hours or the late‐night peaks that are obvious in the volume overall: for
the most part, the hourly proportions vary fairly randomly around the average values. In
short, the single‐ZCTA TNC trips happen widely at all hours of the day.
As noted earlier, just a few ZCTAs account for a large proportion of the total TNC trip
volume, and the same is true for these shortest trips in volume terms. However, looking
only at the geographic distribution of these short trips without regard for volume, single‐
zip TNC trips occur widely across the five metro areas, taking place in at least three‐
quarters of the ZCTAs in each region (far right column of Table 8).
Table 8. Characteristics of TNC trips within a single zip code. Source: TNC trip data.

Region
Chicago
Washington, DC
Los Angeles
Nashville
Seattle

Mean single‐
ZCTA trip
volume as
proportion of
total TNC trip
volume (%)
14
18
20
29
15

Single‐ZCTA TNC
trips:
min. proportion (%)
(day, hour)
4 (Mon., 3am)
7 (Mon., 3am)
5 (Wed., 4am)
11 (Tue., 3am)
4 (Tue., 3am)

Single‐ZCTA TNC trips:
max. proportion (%)
(day, hour)
41 (Tue., 1am)
53 (Tue., 2am)
41 (Tue., 2am)
70 (Wed., 2am)
26 (Wed., 1am)

Count of ZCTAs with
single‐zip TNC trips
(% of total origin
ZCTAs)
74 (79%)
104 (80%)
274 (85%)
19 (73%)
52 (79%)

Airports appear to be the major non-core areas of TNC trip activity in almost every study
region.
In each of the five TNC study regions, the ZCTAs containing or adjacent to major airports9
are among the highest volume TNC trip origins and destinations. In fact, the ZCTAs
Medium or large commercial hubs, as defined by the Federal Aviation Administration; these classifications
are defined in terms of proportion of total annual scheduled passenger boardings (greater than 0.25% and
1%, of respectively), and thus vary from year to year. In 2015 the minimum activity for the medium and large

9
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containing Los Angeles International and Reagan National Airport are the first and fifth
most frequent destinations in the entire TNC dataset, respectively, in terms of flow count.
While we cannot know definitively that trips to and from these ZCTAs are trips to or from
the airports, the relative isolation of these ZCTAs from other areas of TNC activity in many
of the regions, and the fact that trips happen to and from these places from across all five
study regions, makes this a reasonable assumption. The Shared Mobility Survey did not ask
specifically about airport trips, but in the Four Agency Survey, between 5 and 11 percent of
TNC trips overall were to or from the airport—and a quarter of trips substituting for BART
trips were airport trips.
Airport trips are also a factor in early morning peaks in travel distance in several cities in
this study, described above and visible in Figure 7. The number of airport trips at an
otherwise low‐volume period seem to be increasing typical TNC trip lengths in the early
morning throughout the week—in Chicago, especially, this peak is most pronounced early
on weekday mornings, and the same is true to a lesser degree in Los Angeles and Seattle.
All three regions have one or more major airports at least 15 miles from the downtown
core. The central location of the Washington, DC, region’s Reagan National Airport, in
comparison with more outlying airports in the other regions, likely helps keep ride
distances closer to the typical ranges at other times of day.
Reports from cities throughout the U.S. that track TNC activity at airports show that TNC
trips are a growing portion of airport ground transportation, including in regions that have
rail links to their airports. A 2015 study commissioned by the San Francisco and Oakland
International Airports found that 22% of respondents who rode TNC to the airports would
have used BART or public buses before TNCs were permitted; taxicabs made up 50% of the
forgone uses, and private vehicles 18%. (ACRP Synthesis 84, 2017, 29‐30)
TNCs are changing the mix of airport‐related transportation revenues (e.g. parking charges;
rental car, taxi, van, and TNC fees; and fare surcharges on dedicated public transit links)
and spatial requirements (e.g. pickup/dropoff locations, staging lots, and parking for
personal vehicles). While the net impacts of this changing landscape are not yet clear, the
economics of capital‐intensive projects financed by ground transportation revenues, such
as airport rail spurs or express trains, appear to be much different than they were even a
decade ago. (ACRP Synthesis 84, 2017; ACRP Report 146, 2015)
Areas with more service industry jobs generate more TNC trips than office-job dominated
areas.
To the degree than commercial land uses can be discerned at the ZCTA level, service‐
oriented districts (which would include areas with many restaurants or bars) tend to
generate higher TNC volumes than office‐oriented districts: the zip codes where most TNC
trips take place tend to be areas with higher proportions of service industry jobs. Of the top
categories were 2 million and 8 million annual boardings, respectively. (FAA Calendar Year 2015 Revenue
Enplanements at Commercial Service Airports, 2016)
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25 zip codes in the sample, 16 have greater proportions of service industry jobs than office
jobs. This accords with the findings from both the Shared Mobility Survey and Four Agency
Survey described in the next section, which found that recreational trips form a larger
proportion of TNC trips than commutes or work‐related trips. It is possible that many of
the TNC trips to and from service‐oriented districts are work‐related trips by service‐
industry workers, putting the trips outside of traditional peak commute hours.
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IV. TNC Rider Characteristics
This chapter presents findings on TNC rider characteristics based on the results of recent
surveys conducted by the researchers; separate surveys administered by several public
transit agencies; and analysis of the TNC trip data described in the previous two sections.

Surveys on TNC awareness and usage
Shared Mobility Survey. The first phase of this study, TCRP Research Report 188,
included an online survey of more than 4,500 mobility consumers in seven study cities
administered in late 2015, with the survey distributed by shared mobility operators and
public transit agencies to users of their services.
For the present phase of the research, transit agencies in Chicago and Nashville also
distributed the same survey instrument, resulting in more than 5,800 new responses.
Together these two additional survey efforts more than double the total number of survey
respondents, and the inclusion of Nashville adds a midsized market with a lower level of
transit usage.
This survey (referred to as the Shared Mobility Survey) included questions about
awareness and usage of shared modes, including TNCs, along with a variety of questions on
respondents’ household characteristics and use of various transportation modes. The
methodology for the survey administration is included in Appendix D, and the survey
instrument is included in Appendix E.
Four‐Agency Survey. The researchers were also provided access to results of transit rider
surveys administered in 2015 by four large urban transit agencies:


The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) in Atlanta,



New Jersey Transit (NJT) in the state of New Jersey,



Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) in the San Francisco Bay Area, and



Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) in Washington, DC.

These four transit agencies, as part of an informal working group, developed and included a
substantially identical set of questions about TNC awareness and usage in their customer
satisfaction and marketing surveys. The authors of this study had no role in the
development of the Four‐Agency Survey methodology or survey instrument, nor in its
administration nor the compilation of its results. However, this report represents the first
time the results from the Four‐Agency Survey have been communicated in context with one
another or with another survey, and the resulting insights add to the understanding of
shared mobility usage and behavior.
In addition to the two surveys described above, key rider‐related findings from the analysis
of the five regions’ TNC trip data are also presented to provide additional context.
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In the five TNC study regions, zip codes with the most TNC use are younger, higher
income, more densely populated, and have fewer personal vehicles and more nonSOV commuters
Some basic insights into TNC riders can be derived from the demographic characteristics of
the areas of highest TNC usage, on the assumption that one side or the other of many trips
includes TNC users’ homes. Demographic indicators for ZCTAs comprising each region’s 10
highest volume flows are shown in Table 9, with data points greater than the municipal
average shown in bold. The municipal averages themselves are the top lines of each
market’s group. (Because of single‐ZCTA flows and concentration of TNC trips to and from
a few ZCTAs, there are fewer than 10 total ZCTAs in each market.)
The zip codes with the highest levels of TNC activity in the five regions studied tend to
share several characteristics. Compared to the cities in which they are located, most of
these zip codes have:


Higher household income levels (Seattle is the exception, with only one ZCTA
higher than average);



More young residents and more white residents (again, Seattle is the exception,
where more than half of the ZCTAs have greater‐than‐average proportions of non‐
white or Hispanic residents); all five study regions, however, have some high‐TNC
ZCTAs with more black or Hispanic residents than the city average, including
several that are majority black or Hispanic;



Greater population density (often 2‐4 times that of the municipal average, even in
the lowest density cities) and smaller households;



Fewer vehicles per household, fewer solo‐driving commuters, and more transit
and walking or biking commuters



Higher average education levels, with greater proportions of residents who have
at least a bachelor’s degree. Perhaps related to this, at least five of the ZCTAs
include college campuses, and one in Los Angeles is a ZCTA that makes up a non‐
residential portion of the UCLA campus, and thus has no associated demographic
population.
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Table 9: Demographics indicators in ZCTAs comprising top 10 flows per market. Municipal‐level figures
are italic, ZCTA‐level figures greater than the municipal average are in bold. Source: ACS 2015 5‐year data.

Chicago
60614
60657
60647
60613
60622
60611
Wash., DC
20001
20002
20009
20007
LA
90024
90028
90046
90069
90026
90095
Nashville
37203
37206
37212
37214
37201
Seattle
98105
98122
98101
98109
98104

Median
HH
income
$50,702
$92,714
$65,121
$56,257
$72,126
$75,163
$87,280
$50,187
$85,976
$74,303
$94,213
$119,267
$52,024
$57,202
$27,436
$58,585
$78,979
$47,993
N/A
$51,393
$33,072
$43,782
$54,140
$52,743
$58,508
$80,349
$49,647
$60,563
$51,159
$85,957
$32,568

Median
age
34.2
30.1
30.9
31.4
31.9
31.3
38.4
33.8
30.6
34.0
32.3
33.2
35.0
23.0
33.2
38.9
42.8
34.7
N/A
34.1
29.6
33.0
24.3
38.1
32.2
35.5
23.3
31.4
41.5
33.4
37.6

Race: white,
black,
Hispanic,
other (%)
32/31/29/8
80/4/7/9
82/3/6/9
39/6/51/4
75/6/10/9
59/8/26/6
71/4/6/19
36/47/11/6
35/46/10/9
37/52/6/5
60/17/14/8
78/5/8/9
28/9/49/13
53/2/11/34
51/6/33/10
74/4/12/11
72/4/14/10
23/3/55/19
N/A
56/27/10/6
49/37/5/9
60/32/4/3
73/14/3/9
75/14/6/6
54/38/6/3
66/7/6/21
65/2/5/27
63/13/7/18
69/5/6/15
74/3/5/17
44/15/8/33

Persons/
sq.mi.
11,944
21,925
30,414
21,818
22,712
22,511
31,165
10,994
20,026
10,929
39,178
8878
8475
17,270
19,931
8930
9523
16,222
N/A
1375
2877
3408
7258
1177
6118
8164
11,034
15,149
21,747
12,229
17,666

Mean
HH
size
2.5
2.0
1.9
2.0
1.9
2.3
1.5
2.2
2.1
2.3
1.9
2.1
2.9
2.2
1.8
1.8
1.6
2.7
N/A
2.4
1.9
2.4
2.1
2.2
1.3
2.1
2.4
2.0
1.4
1.7
1.5

Mean
veh.
per HH
1.10
0.95
0.85
1.12
0.89
1.08
0.70
0.88
0.76
0.90
0.64
1.14
1.56
1.38
0.99
1.33
1.36
1.39
N/A
1.66
1.15
1.49
1.54
1.69
1.21
1.38
1.29
1.09
0.62
1.14
0.50

Commute
mode: SOV,
transit,
walk/bike
50/28/9
35/43/9
30/49/7
47/32/8
35/46/7
41/34/11
28/22/36
34/36/18
26/35/30
34/36/18
19/43/27
39/23/19
70/10/5
50/4/31
54/17/15
70/4/5
75/2/5
61/17/4
N/A
79/3/2
69/4/8
74/6/2
61/3/19
87/1/1
75/3/11
49/21/15
37/24/24
36/24/28
25/18/45
42/21/24
19/30/42

Education:
BA+ (%)
36.6
83.0
80.4
44.1
74.2
63.0
83.1
56.8
60.9
54.3
78.4
87.5
32.6
71.8
41.6
60.3
64.5
35.6
N/A
37.9
47.9
39.4
71.0
36.5
42.9
62.1
73.4
62.4
55.9
71.5
38.0

Representation of high TNC‐use areas in Shared Mobility Survey responses: All the
top zip codes except two in Los Angeles, both associated with the UCLA campus, are among
those supplied as home zip codes by respondents to the shared mobility survey, and
together these responses represent some 14.5% of the total responses received. To the
degree that these demographic factors can be discerned in the survey responses
(respondents’ race or education levels, for instance, were not requested), these general
characteristics tend to be evident among TNC users.
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Regional variations in Shared Mobility Survey
Survey respondents varied greatly region by region in their choice of top shared mode
(Figure 9). Nashville stood out from other cities in several key respects. First, for the large
proportion of respondents who cited TNCs as their top shared mode—the only market
where a non‐transit mode came out on top. This is likely a reflection of the lower level of
transit use in the Nashville region. In regions with an extensive commuter or heavy rail
network, trains were the top shared mode. (Figure 9 does not include respondents from
several other metro areas who did take part in the survey, including Austin, Boston, and
New York City.)
Figure 9: Top shared mode, by region. Source: Shared Mobility Survey. 10
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Nashville respondents also reported more household cars, including both the smallest
proportion of zero‐car households and the largest proportion of two and three‐car
households (Figure 10). In Chicago, Seattle, and Washington, DC, 65% or more of
respondents reported having zero or one‐car households. (The relatively high car
ownership results from respondents in San Francisco can likely be explained by the low
number of respondents from that region, since census data suggests that car ownership in
San Francisco should be on a par with Washington, DC, and Chicago.)

10

Shared Mobility Survey Question 4 cross‐tabulated with Question 16
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Figure 10: Reported number of household vehicles, by region. Source: Shared Mobility Survey.11
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Breaking out all respondents by age group and stated top shared mode (Figure 11), TNCs’
largest cohort of users were in the 25‐34 age range, the cohort with the highest level of
experience with shared modes overall.
Figure 11: Top shared mode by age group. Source: Shared Mobility Survey.12
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Shared Mobility Survey Question 16 cross‐tabulated with Question 19.
Shared Mobility Survey Question 4 cross‐tabulated with Question 22.
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Learning from frequency of use: People who use transit or drive alone do so as part
of a routine, while TNCs are used more occasionally
Several points in both the Shared Mobility Survey and the Four‐Agency Survey suggest that
TNCs are being used more as a “gap filling” transportation option and less as a mode for
daily commuting or other frequent trips.
First, while occasional use of TNCs is fairly widespread, frequent use is less so than with
other modes. One way to illuminate this is by comparing the proportion of frequent users
to all users of a mode (Figure 12). Compared to other modes, and transit particularly, a
much smaller proportion of recent TNC users (measured as people who have used it in the
last three months)13 report that they are frequent TNC users (i.e. report use once or more
per week). Nearly four in five respondents who had used transit within the last three
months also reported using transit once or more per week. For solo driving, this proportion
was around two in three, and for bikesharing about one in two. But only one in four recent
TNC users reported a frequency of use of weekly or greater.
Figure 12: Ratio of frequent mode use (weekly or more) to use within the last three months. Source:
Shared Mobility Survey
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
TNCs

Transit (bus + train)

Drive alone

Bikeshare

Frequent TNC use is less common than frequent transit use or driving
Among respondents overall, fewer than 10% reported using TNCs weekly or more (Figure
13), a proportion in line with other non‐transit shared modes such as bikesharing and
carsharing, while frequent bus, train, solo driving, and driving with friends or family were
each reported by 25‐30% of respondents. Frequent use of TNCs in combination with

13

Shared Mobility Survey Question 7 cross‐tabulated with Question 9
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frequent use of any other mode, including solo driving, was comparatively rare, making up
5% or less of respondents for all combinations of modes.
Figure 13: Frequent use (weekly or more) of modes and combinations. Source: Shared Mobility Survey.14
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

The Four‐Agency Survey had similar findings about recent and frequent TNC use. All the
transit agencies except NJT asked about the frequency of TNC use within the last week
(Table 10). The overall level of recent TNC usage was low, with roughly three‐quarters of
respondents not having used one recently. Almost all those who had used a TNC recently
had used it once or twice in the previous week, with percentages in the low single digits
having used it more often.
Table 10: TNC use within the last week (no data for NJT). Source: Four‐Agency Survey.
Frequency (no.
of days)
None
1–2
3–4
5
6–7

BART
83%
14%
3%
0%
0%

MARTA
86%
10%
3%
2%
2%

WMATA
71%
25%
3%
1%
0%

Travel and wait time were top concerns of those who replaced transit trips with TNC
trips.
The Four‐Agency Survey requested details on respondents’ most recent TNC trip in the
transit agencies’ regions, and divided these into three classes of trip depending on their
orientation to the transit agencies’ public transit services (see Table 11):
14

Shared Mobility Survey Question 7
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TNC trips used to get to or from public transit, i.e. connecting or first/last mile
trips;



TNC trips taken in lieu of public transit, i.e. trips that could have been made
entirely on the administering transit agencies’ services but were not; and



TNC trips where transit was not an option, either because of a lack of transit
route between origin and destination, or because the trip was outside of transit
service hours.

As this question was worded, “transit” refers only to trips on the administering agencies’
services, and not to trips exclusively on other transit agencies’ services within the same
region (e.g. in the Bay Area, only trips that could have been taken on BART are considered
“instead of transit,” and a BART‐connecting TNC trip that might have been taken on a Muni
bus was considered only as “connecting to transit”). The survey did not directly inquire
about or count trips exclusively taking place with other transit agencies in a region.
WMATA stands out from the other transit agencies for several reasons, most noticeably for
its low proportion of TNC trips connecting to transit, and for the high proportion of
respondents whose last TNC trip was taken instead of transit. BART, on the other hand, had
the highest proportion of connecting TNC trips, and the lowest proportion in lieu of BART,
although these do not necessarily imply a net positive impact on the system (see footnote
in Table 11). MARTA and NJT had largely similar breakdowns to one another, with lower
levels of TNC usage overall, relatively low proportions of connecting trips, and about the
same proportions substituting for or unable to use transit for their TNC trip.
Table 11: Reason for most recent TNC trip vs. transit trips. Source: Four Agency Survey.
TNC connecting
to transit
TNC instead of
transit
Transit not an
option (reason)
Haven’t used
TNC in region

BART15

MARTA

NJT

WMATA

16%

6%

8%

3%

11%
32%
(26% hour, 6%
route)

16%
16%
(8% hour, 8%
route)

17%
19%
(no data for
reason)

39%
13%
(4% hour, 9%
route)

41%

62%

56%

45%

15 A subsequent reexamination of the survey data by BART found that the fact that TNC “connecting to transit”
trips exceed TNC “instead of transit” trips does not imply a net positive impact on BART. Of the 16% of trips
that were connecting, 17% (or 2.7% of all respondents) constituted a clearly positive impact on BART (i.e.
they either wouldn’t have happened or were diverted from drive‐alone trips) while the balance substituted
access by TNCs for access by other modes (in order of frequency, primarily taxi, walk, or bus). In comparison,
among the 11% of TNC trips taken “instead of” BART, less than half (or 5.3% of all respondents) actually said
they would have taken BART if TNCs didn’t exist. The balance would mostly have taken taxis or buses.
Together, the proportion of surveyed trips that added to BART use (2.7%) versus the proportion that
decreased it (5.3%) showed a small, net negative impact on BART, not including impacts on other public
transit in the region.
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Faster travel time and less wait time were overwhelmingly cited as the top
reasons for choosing a TNC on the most recent ride. The proportions were higher
among those who substituted TNCs for transit, ranging from 57–87%, compared
with 40–61% for those who connected to transit.



Reliability was also cited as a major concern for transit riders who substituted
TNCs for trips on WMATA; reliability was much less frequently cited in the other
regions (7% on MARTA and 17% on BART; NJT did not report on this question).

Surveys also find that weekends and evenings are busiest for TNCs
The Four‐Agency Survey’s findings about travel day and time support the findings from
both the Shared‐Mobility Survey and the TNC trip data.


Saturday appears to be the most common single day for TNC travel, ranging
from 20–32% of total TNC trips across the week, and entailing increasingly larger
proportions in the movement from TNC trips connecting to transit (12–19%)
through substituting trips (17–29%) to its greatest height in TNC trips where no
transit was available (29–44%). Because the Four‐Agency Survey summaries did
not break out responses by specific day beyond weekday and the two weekend days,
it’s unclear how use varies over the course of the week.



Weekdays see a proportionally smaller amount of TNC use. Taken together,
weekdays were the most common part of the week for TNC travel across the four
survey regions, but only because the five weekdays together make up a larger
proportion of the week. Assuming, however, that each day of the week has an equal
proportion of trips—that is, that demand does not vary by day—each day would be
expected to have about 14% of the week’s trips, or across five days a cumulative
percentage of 71%. Any percentage under 71% means that the five weekdays
together represent less ridership than would be expected. On average, the weekdays
comprised 61–69% of weekly TNC trips. The exception to this pattern was transit‐
connecting trips, which happened on weekdays 75–86% of the time.



Evening and late‐night trips are most prevalent. The single busiest time across
the Four‐Agency Survey results, except for MARTA riders, was 7pm–midnight. In
Atlanta, most trips happen during PM or AM peaks, respectively, most notably on
trips connecting to transit.
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TNC use by respondents is associated with lower vehicle ownership and singleoccupancy vehicle trips, while impacts on other modes vary
Lower than average car ownership is associated with both frequent transit and TNC use,
and those who combine these modes report owning the fewest cars
In the Shared Mobility Survey, frequent TNC and transit users reported an average of less
than one household vehicle (Figure 14),16 compared with an average of 1.2 cars across all
respondents. For frequent solo drivers, the vehicle figure is nearly double (1.6) and
respondents who frequently drive with family or friends report nearly as many (1.5).
The lowest car ownership levels were found among respondents who frequently combine
two or more non‐personal auto modes, with the lowest ownership observed among
frequent users of buses + TNCs and buses + trains + TNCs, with 0.72 and 0.69 average
vehicles, respectively. The presence of transit in these combinations seems to be key to the
lower vehicle ownership: those who both drove alone frequently and used TNCs frequently
owned almost as many cars (1.4) as the drive‐alone group overall. These combination
groups represent small proportions of the overall responses, each with less than 5% of the
total.
Figure 14: Average household vehicles, by frequently used mode (weekly+). Source: Shared Mobility
Survey
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Impacts on overall travel behavior vary
In responses to questions on the Four‐Agency Survey about alternative modes in the
absence of or in addition to TNCs, and about TNCs’ impact on use of transportation overall,
16

Shared Mobility Survey Question 7 cross tabulated with Question 19.
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there was little consistency across regions, either in what mode choices were made for
different use cases or in how frequently alternatives were used. However, the responses
overall suggest that TNC trips provide direct substitutes for some transit trips.
At the level of overall travel behavior, the Four‐Agency Survey asked about the effects of
TNCs on car purchase decisions and on use of transportation overall. Again, there were
wide differences in the responses to these questions among regions, the reasons for which
are unclear (but which are likely related to differing respondent samples between transit
agencies). The Four‐Agency Survey included questions related to:


Personal car reductions among respondents. On decisions relating to purchasing
a car, small numbers of respondents reported a net reduction in vehicle ownership
attributable to TNCs—the combination of postponed purchase, deciding not to
purchase, and selling a car without replacement. This outweighed the few people in
each region who acquired a car to become a TNC driver. In Atlanta, the Bay Area,
and Washington, DC, 5%, 12%, and 21% of respondents, respectively, reported net
vehicle reductions in the Four‐Agency Survey. (NJT did not report on this question.)
In the survey conducted for this study, overall approximately 30% of shared
mobility users reported shedding a vehicle, though this was attributed to shared
modes in general and not to TNCs, specifically.



Overall trip making. In terms of overall impacts on a variety of modes attributed to
TNCs, the Four‐Agency Survey results were more mixed, and showed more variation
among regions (Table 12).
o Impact on taxis and solo driving. It’s clear that taxis are being heavily,
negatively impacted in the four regions included in this survey, and solo
driving also seems to be consistently down, but the effect on transit is less
clear.
o WMATA showed net decrease in use of all surveyed modes. The results
for WMATA, in particular, are striking in that they show a large net decrease,
attributed to TNCs, in usage of every alternative mode in the survey
(personal driving, transit, taxis, and bicycling), and of roughly twice the
magnitude of any of the other Four‐Agency Survey regions.
o BART and MARTA’s findings suggest that people may be riding their transit
agencies’ services about the same amount, but other transit in the region less.
o WMATA and NJT, which operate a wider range of transit service types,
attribute larger negative effects to TNCs. This finding is in line with the
Shared Mobility Survey, in which the roughly 10% of respondents whose
single top shared mode was TNC had a net reduction of both their private
auto use and transit use, while people who used a wider variety of modes
were more likely to have reduced their auto use while increasing transit use.
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Broader impacts are unknown. TNCs’ net impact on vehicle ownership (i.e.,
including among people who are not transit riders or do not use other forms of
shared mobility) and on vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are not addressed by this
study. The survey data cannot be interpreted to draw conclusions about impacts
and usage changes among the general population outside existing transit and shared
mobility users, nor can VMT impacts be imputed from the aggregated trip data
available to the researchers (see Appendices A, C, and D for details on the
methodology and data formats). Outcomes of TNC use among the broader traveling
public, especially outside of major urban areas, remains an important area for future
research.

Table 12: TNCs’ impacts on use of other modes. Source: Four‐Agency Survey.

Drive own car
Use agency
trains/buses
Use other
transit
Use taxis
Bicycle

BART
Less
%

Net
%

More
%

12
6

‐10
1

2
6

6
5

‐4
1

2
4

22
32

‐20
‐28

‐‐
14

‐‐
19

‐‐
‐5

4

18

‐14

3

4

‐1

2

24

‐22

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

1
2

34
6

‐33
‐4

4
2

8
4

‐6
‐2

1
2

62
4

‐61
‐2

‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐

More
%
2
7

MARTA
Less
Net
%
%

More
%

WMATA
Less
Net
%
%

More
%

NJT
Less
%

Net
%

Demographics of Four-Agency Survey respondents: TNC users tend to be younger
and higher-income than non-users
Some of the variation in results among regions may be attributable to the differing
demographics of respondents to the Four‐Agency Survey (Table 13). Each administering
agency collected and aggregated respondent demographics in slightly different ways, so
they might not be directly comparable. Several questions also appeared on only one
agency’s survey; since each of these is in informative in its own way, they are included in
the table.
Two items are notable: 1) the lower income and higher proportion of minority respondents
in Atlanta; and 2) the higher income level l of the WMATA respondents.
BART, MARTA and NJT broke out TNC users from non‐users, while WMATA did not, and in
the three cases where data was reported, the TNC users tended to be somewhat younger,
higher income, and more likely to be white or Asian than non‐users. (BART did not report
age or income data.) The BART and MARTA surveys also found that nearly all TNC users
reported owning smartphones, while a lesser (but still large) proportion of TNC non‐users
also reported smartphone ownership.
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Table 13: Demographics of Four‐Agency Survey respondents. Source: Four‐Agency Survey.

Male (%)
Mean age (yrs.)
Mean income ($)
Ethnicity: Hispanic (%)
Race: White (%)
Race: Black (%)
Race: Asian/Pac. Isl. (%)
Race: Mixed (%)
Race: Other (%)
Has disability (%)
Has smartphone (%)

MARTA
Users
Non‐
users
54
53
31
38
35,900
30,200
10
6
24
13
71
87
4
0
‐‐
‐‐
4
0
‐‐
‐‐
94
85

NJT
Users
51
36
104,000
16
57
12
15
6
10
‐‐
‐‐

Non‐
users
46
43
77,000
18
52
21
9
6
12
‐‐
‐‐

WMATA
Overall
50
41
125,900
6
73
15
8
4
2
3
‐‐

BART17
Users
Non‐
users
49
54
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
16
14
58
54
9
14
27
26
8
7
5
6
4
8
98
85

These findings are mostly consistent with both the demographics of areas with
concentrations of TNC use described at the beginning of this section, and with the shared
mobility survey’s findings that frequent users of TNCs, both alone and in combination with
other modes, had lower average ages and higher average incomes than the overall
respondent group.

BART data was weighted by known population characteristics (Age and Gender) from BART’s 2014
Customer Satisfaction Survey, and data was also weighted by weekly ridership trends. Age and income means
are not reported for BART because the information was collected in broad age and income categories that
could not be converted to means.

17
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V. Conclusions
While TNCs are still evolving in many markets, public transit agencies may benefit from
proactively engaging with these services in ways that align with their goals, including
through partnerships, pilots and other measures to encourage complementary usage and
promote multimodal lifestyles.
This section presents key conclusions for transit agencies that draw from the report’s
findings as well as from emerging best practices from areas that have the longest
experience engaging with TNCs and new forms of shared mobility.
Because the opportunities and challenges are different in each market, the researchers
have developed guidance for transit agencies in large, midsized, and smaller urban areas,
although readers may find that some are applicable regardless of metro size. Note that the
conclusions presented below are keyed to the size of the urban area, not to the size of the
transit agency, as urban form and extent appear to be critical to determining how TNCs
work in a region. The guidance is intended to provide principles that can be tailored to the
specific conditions of a given transit agency, with the general goal of helping to maintain
and support transit and increase affordable, environmentally sound transportation
options for a wide range of users.

Transit Agencies in Large Urban Areas
Transit agencies in large urban areas should, above all, continue to prioritize rail, bus rapid
transit, bus‐only lanes, and other transit‐centered approaches that help mitigate urban
congestion and move large numbers of people efficiently and effectively. The TNC travel
data shows that the greatest volumes of TNC trips are concentrated in urban cores, where
the most transit service is also available and many transit modes and routes converge.
While there are opportunities to engage with TNCs, priority in core areas should be placed
on the efficient use of high‐capacity transit vehicles over other motorized modes of travel,
regardless of whether those are operated commercially or by private individuals.
Partnerships and policies should focus on fostering structures where transit agencies’ and
TNCs’ incentives are aligned, while continuing to meet the public interest. Central to such
efforts are policies that encourage and prioritize TNC trips that are concurrently shared,
thus reducing possible congestion and VMT impacts from additional private vehicles on the
street.

Designate Specific Curb Space Near Transit Stops and Stations for For-Hire Vehicle
Pickups & Drop-Offs


Define specific areas for taxi and TNC pickups to help support riders making transit
connections, while helping to keep vehicles providing these services out of the way
of transit vehicles and out of areas dedicated to bicycles and other modes.
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Collaborate with local transportation departments to determine effective allocation of
scarce street space. Because siloed management can make this more difficult, transit
agencies and local governments can benefit from cross‐agency working groups and
other collaborations to help manage street space around transit stations and in
other ways that prioritize the efficient movement of transit vehicles.

Pursue Opportunities for Cost Savings through Call-N-Ride, Paratransit, and LateNight Partnerships


Explore partnerships with TNCs to provide paratransit, call‐n‐ride, and late‐night
services, which are often among a transit agency’s most expensive services to
operate. However, since TNCs have had difficulty reliably making wheelchair‐
accessible vehicles (WAVs) available through their basic platforms, it may be
necessary for them to include other partners to supply WAVs, to satisfy the ADA
requirements that are central to public transit service provision.

Move to a Mobility Broker/Manager Model


Explore opportunities for integration of modes and services through mobile apps and
unified platforms for payment, scheduling and routing.



Ensure that the public good is being served. If there is no explicit connection to larger
public goals such as broadening transportation access, congestion mitigation, or
building understanding of evolving travel patterns, transit agencies should consider
whether a partnership is actually worth pursuing, or if it is merely innovation for
innovation’s sake.

Track and Understand TNC Usage


Collaborate to develop common survey questions. Following the lead of the Four‐
Agency Survey described in this report, more transit agencies should collaborate to
develop and incorporate a common set of questions into marketing surveys to track
changes in transit ridership (and reasons for them) over time. Surveys should be at
the regional level, or at least not focused specifically on the services of the
administering transit agency, so that impacts on all transit modes and across service
providers in a region can be understood.



Make data sharing mandatory as part of any partnership. TNCs must demonstrate
they are good partners by providing detailed data that can help transit agencies and
local governments understand transportation demand and plan effectively for the
future. As they are located in the largest TNC markets, larger transit agencies and
their local government counterparts generally have the most leverage over TNCs.



Transportation departments and transit agencies should be part of policymaking
about what types of data are collected and provided for analysis. While some data is
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already routinely collected from TNCs by public agencies, it is often related to
licensing or other business information that, while important, does little to help
inform the urban mobility picture. Robust protections against disclosure of
personally identifiable information should be central to data‐sharing agreements
with TNCs.

Transit Agencies in Midsized Urban Areas
Transit agencies in midsized (and often expanding) urban areas, especially those
characterized by extensive, low‐density development patterns that are less conducive to
transit access, might explore first/last mile partnership opportunities with TNCs that can
help attract new transit riders and increase the utility of public transit for trips starting or
ending away from high‐frequency transit routes. These transit agencies must work to
broaden their utility for a variety of users—including TNC users, who the surveys find to be
less car‐reliant even at higher income levels, and thus a prime transit constituency. As with
public transit agencies in larger urban areas, transit agencies in midsized regions should
start with their broader goals in mind and ask how TNCs fit into that vision, not the other
way around.

Pursue First/Last Mile Partnerships to Expand Transit’s Reach


Explore opportunities for TNC partnerships that can help more transit riders reach
buses and trains. These partnerships may feature wholly or partly subsidized trips
within a certain geo‐fenced area, or at certain transit stops.



Ensure that new partnerships with TNCs are supported with strong marketing and
local outreach efforts to increase awareness and understanding of the services,
boosting the chances of uptake and success.

Use Co-Marketing to Reach New Transit Riders


Take advantage of the visibility of TNCs and other new services by conducting co‐
marketing campaigns that can bring new transit riders into the system. In many
midsized cities, TNCs and transit agencies face a common challenge in the relative
ease of traveling by private auto. Joint marketing efforts can help to promote the
advantages and flexibility of using TNCs and transit together.



Leverage large events such as concerts, festivals, conferences, and sporting events as
opportunities to promote first/last mile TNC trips to transit (in concurrently shared
services wherever possible) and reduce private auto congestion and parking needs
at both ends of the journey.
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Support Multimodal Lifestyles through Mobile App Integration


Encourage multimodal trips and lifestyles by integrating TNCs and transit—and
promoting linked trips—in available multimodal trip planning and fare payment
apps.

Partner with Large Employers and Institutions on Transportation Demand
Management Strategies


Work with companies and large local institutions to drive behavior change by
encouraging employees, patrons, and students to leave cars at home and travel by
transit and other non‐auto modes. Such measures can help ensure that urban growth
does not inevitably lead to gridlock. TNCs can be part of the menu of travel options
that help make car‐free/car‐light, transit‐centered lifestyles possible even in places
where a car is still needed for many trips.



Encourage employers to avoid providing free or subsidized parking, which encourages
more single‐occupancy vehicle trips. Priority parking should be offered to
employees that carpool to work.



Include TNCs among “guaranteed ride home” options for transit commuter, vanpool,
or carpooling programs, helping to remove some of the uncertainty that discourages
participation in these programs. For instance, employees who miss their regular
bus, carpool or vanpool could be eligible to take a reimbursed TNC trip home a
certain number of times per month or quarter.

Transit Agencies in Smaller Urban Areas
Public transit agencies in smaller urban areas, or those with a smaller service footprint,
typically rely on a different mix of operating revenue sources than larger transit agencies
and often face challenges to providing frequent service across widespread areas. They may
therefore be most interested in partnering with TNCs to provide alternatives to underused
or unproductive routes and help expand their base of regular users. These efforts should
focus on allowing transit agencies to concentrate their resources on key high‐frequency
routes while also attracting new transit riders through explicit linkages to filling service
gaps in time or geography, such as late nights, weekends and in unserved areas.

Pursue Partnerships to Fill Service Gaps


Explore opportunities for TNC partnerships that can help augment fixed route service
in areas with poor transit coverage as well as to help provide extended options for
hard‐to‐serve populations such as service industry employees and third‐shift
workers
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Use TNCs to Support Demand Responsive Transit Services


Leverage TNCs to support demand responsive transit service outside of the highest use
hours. Small transit agencies that already contract some or all of their services can
add TNCs as part of a small‐vehicle, demand‐responsive option in some areas to
further reduce costs while retaining transit ridership.
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Appendix A. Transportation Network Company Trip Data Overview
A major transportation network company (TNC) provided the researchers with data about
trip origin and destination, aggregated by zip code tabulation area (ZCTA) and hour of day,
for the month of May 2016 in five different US regions. While just a small sample of overall
TNC activity nationwide, the data presents a window into TNC behaviors in a range of
regional contexts. This section contains a description of the TNC dataset, and the following
section comprises statistical overviews of the activity in each region.
Data covers the following regions, for trips originating in the counties containing or
adjacent to each region’s core city (listed in parentheses):
·
·
·
·
·

Chicago, IL (Cook County)
Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles and Orange counties)
Nashville, TN (Davidson County)
Seattle, WA (King County)
Washington, DC (District of Columbia; Montgomery and Prince George’s counties,
MD; Alexandria, Arlington, Fairfax, and Falls Church counties, VA)

Data format
A major TNC provided the researchers with data about all trips originating in five
metropolitan areas during the month of May 2016. There was one data set for each
metropolitan area, with each data set formatted in traditional origin-destination design and
containing five variables: origin zip code, destination zip code, day of week of trip start,
hour of trip start, and a measure called “percentage.”
Each row of the data represents a unique origin-destination zip code pair for a single hour
in the week, with a single value for that sample. A given zip code pair can be represented in
up to 168 rows (the product of seven 24-hour days). The same zip can represent both
origin and destination, which is the case for more than one in eight significant flows.
Origin-destination pairs with zero rides in a given hour of the week are not represented in
the data.
The percentage column represents the number of rides in May 2016 aggregated into a
single week, indexed to the highest ride volume of destination-origin-time combination per
market. Values range from 0–100, with 100 representing the trip volume of the single
largest flow (i.e. the origin-destination pair with the most trips during a single hour)
encountered in that market in the sample week. Each market has its own 0-100 range
based on the volumes in that market—so these figures cannot be directly compared across
markets. That is, a flow with a percentage 90 in Los Angeles does not necessarily represent
the same actual volume as a flow with percentage 90 in Washington, DC.
Percentage values between 0 and 2 are represented in the data by the text “insignificantly
small” in the original dataset, which indicates that there was some flow during that hour,
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but not one for which we have any representation of a volume. This feature of the data
permits a distinction between flows that are nonzero but insignificant, and flows that are
nonexistent. Often a given ZCTA pair will appear in the data only sporadically, for the few
times over the course of the week that it had flows.
Since the relative magnitude of the insignificant flows is impossible to know beyond the
fact that they are nonzero, they are included only in counts where volume is not a factor.
For calculations that rely on volume (such as for trip length, which uses volume-weighted
distances), the insignificant flows are dropped.
For each region, the dataset only includes trips originating in zip codes in the county
containing the core city of the region, but will show any destination zips regardless of
location—in a few cases the destinations are several states away from the origins, though
these are most likely one-off occurrences. In the Los Angeles region, the data includes
origins in both Los Angeles and Orange counties. In the Capital region, the data includes
origins in Washington, DC, as well as in adjacent Virginia and Maryland counties.

Statistical description
Table A-1: Statistical overview of the study regions

Observations
Core county ZCTAs
Unique origin ZCTAs
Unique destination ZCTAs
Unique O/D pairs

Chicago,
IL
271,971
188
169
311
13,937

Los Angeles,
CA
334,075
416
359
547
50,510

Nashville,
TN
28,841
37
32
61
1,052

Seattle,
WA
135,492
89
73
135
3,631

Washington,
DC
231,846
225
156
336
13,623

Table A-2: Range of regional TNC trip lengths, and average regional transit trip length (miles)

Mean

75th
percentile

Maximum

Average
transit
trip1

2.32

2.88

3.37

21.36

4.35

1.61

2.24

2.60

3.11

28.02

4.79

0.36

1.58

2.42

2.97

3.60

30.67

4.88

Nashville

0.33

1.80

3.06

3.87

5.29

20.36

5.39

Seattle

0.69

1.69

2.36

3.02

3.47

21.52

4.88

Minimum

25th
percentile

Median

Chicago

0.35

1.42

DC

0.18

LA

Region

Average transit trip lengths are calculated from the ratio of passenger miles to unlinked passenger trips on
the regions’ major transit agencies, excluding commuter rail. Source: 2016 APTA Factbook, Appendix B.
1
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The trip length estimation (Table A-2) is based on the straight-line distance between the
geographical center points (centroids) of the origin and destination ZCTAs. For trips within
a single ZCTA, the distance used is one-half of the longest possible straight-line trip within
the area, which is essentially the average of the shortest and longest possible trips within
that ZCTA.
A trip over city streets between the same two points would in almost every case be longer,
though trips between two ZCTAs might be much longer or shorter than this distance
depending on exactly where within each ZCTA the origin and destination points lie. Since
we do not have access to this level of geographic information, the straight-line distance
between centroids provides a readily calculated and reproducible proxy that gives a sense
of the relative magnitude of distances in familiar units. But because this measure
underestimates the actual driving distance between the two points, the figures produced
should be regarded as lower-bound estimates of the actual distance. The aggregate
statistics shown in these tables are weighted by trip volume, and do not account for flows
for which the data did not supply a trip volume (i.e. flows below 2% of the highest volume).
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Appendix B. Regional Profiles of TNC Usage
For each region examined in the research, this appendix presents the following
information:
·
·
·
·

Trip and ZCTA count, including the unweighted count of trips per day and the total
number of ZCTAs represented in the data.
Peak usage times and a chart of hourly usage across the week
Top ZCTA pairs, including proportion of total trips represented by the top five
origin ZCTAs, and table of the proportion of trips between those areas.
Maps of the concentration of origins and destinations within each region

Chicago, IL
Table B-1: Trip counts by day

Table B-2: Top five usage hours, by volume

Unweighted
trip count

ZCTA count

Sunday

30,732

262

Monday

28,736

263

Tuesday

30,763

249

Wednesday

34,406

267

Thursday

39,057

267

Friday

53,555

267

Saturday

54,722

273

271,971

311*

Day

TOTAL

Day
Saturday

Hour
10pm

Friday

6pm

Friday

5pm

Saturday

9pm

Saturday

6pm

*Total unique values
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Figure B-1: TNC trip volume by hour and day, Chicago region

Table B-3: Top zip code flow pairs
Origin

Destination

Hourly Flows

Volume

60614

60614

161

4908

60614

60657

159

3822

60657

60614

156

3694

60647

60647

168

3522

60657

60657

163

3473

60614

60611

149

2458

60613

60657

157

2307

60657

60613

154

2235

60622

60622

157

2228

60611

60611

143

2192
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Locations
Figure B-2: TNC Trip origins by zip code, Chicago region (all trips)
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Figure B-3: TNC Trip destinations by zip code, Chicago region (all trips)
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Figure B-4: Major areas of TNC activity, Chicago region (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest
volume flow for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas
indicate ZCTAs with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume).
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Los Angeles, CA
Table B-4: Trip counts by day

Table B-5: Top five usage hours, by volume

Unweighted
trip count

ZCTA count

Sunday

41,782

462

Monday

33,576

453

Tuesday

36,513

439

Wednesday

39,129

444

Thursday

48,383

456

Friday

65,643

469

Saturday

69,049

472

135,492

539*

Day

TOTAL

Day

Hour

Saturday

9pm

Saturday

10pm

Friday

9pm

Sunday

12am

Saturday

8pm

*Total unique values

Figure B-5: TNC trip volume by hour and day, Los Angeles region
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Table B-6: Top zip code flow pairs
Origin

Destination

Hourly Flows

Volume

90024

90024

162

4356

90028

90028

168

4203

90046

90069

158

2862

90046

90028

163

2692

90046

90046

160

2683

90069

90046

151

2524

90026

90026

161

2462

90028

90046

156

2432

90024

90095

132

2417

90069

90069

159

2169
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Locations
Figure B-6: TNC trip origins by zip code, Los Angeles Region
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Figure B-7: TNC trip destinations by zip code, Los Angeles region
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Figure B-8: Major areas of TNC activity, Los Angeles region (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest
volume flow for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas
indicate ZCTAs with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume). See next map for greater detail of
activity in the region’s core.
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Figure B-9: Major TNC activity, Los Angeles core (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest volume flow
for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas indicate ZCTAs
with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume).
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Nashville, TN
Table B-7: Trip counts by day

Table B-8: Top five usage hours, by volume

Unweighted
trip count

ZCTA count

Sunday

3,917

50

Monday

2,625

45

Tuesday

2,726

48

Wednesday

2,668

50

Thursday

3,908

48

Friday

5,893

51

Saturday

7,103

53

28,841

59*

Day

TOTAL

Day

Hour

Saturday

9pm

Saturday

10pm

Saturday

8pm

Saturday

11am

Saturday

7pm

*Total unique values

Figure B-10: TNC trip volume by hour and day, Nashville region
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Table B-9: Top zip code flow pairs
Origin

Destination

Hourly Flows

Volume

37203

37203

146

3437

37206

37206

139

1468

37212

37203

126

1116

37203

37212

136

1070

37214

37214

153

967

37203

37214

159

949

37206

37203

116

868

37203

37206

99

787

37214

37203

113

721

37203

37201

107

664
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Locations
Figure B-11: TNC trip origins by zip code, Nashville region
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Figure B-12: TNC trip destinations by zip code, Nashville region
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Figure B-13: Major TNC activity, Nashville region (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest volume flow
for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas indicate ZCTAs
with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume).
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Seattle, WA
Table B-10: Trip counts by day

Table B-11: Top five usage hours, by volume

Unweighted
trip count

ZCTA count

Sunday

15,347

108

Monday

13,972

102

Tuesday

15,114

104

Wednesday

17,705

102

Thursday

20,189

103

Friday

27,278

109

Saturday

25,888

114

135,492

132*

Day

TOTAL

Day

Hour

Saturday

9pm

Friday

9pm

Friday

10pm

Saturday

10am

Saturday

8pm

*Total unique values

Figure B-14: TNC trip volume by hour and day, Seattle region
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Table B-12: Top zip code flow pairs
Origin

Destination

Hourly Flows

Volume

98105

98105

166

4547

98122

98122

163

3571

98101

98122

148

2714

98122

98101

165

2578

98109

98101

142

2459

98101

98109

141

2304

98122

98104

159

1955

98109

98109

143

1905

98104

98122

148

1822

98109

98122

139

1776
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Locations
Figure B-15: TNC trip origins by zip code, Seattle region (all trips)
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Figure B-16: TNC trip destinations by zip code, Seattle region (all trips)
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Figure B-17: Major areas if TNC activity, Seattle region (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest
volume flow for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas
indicate ZCTAs with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume).
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Washington DC
Table B-13: Trip counts by day

Table B-14: Top five usage hours, by volume

Unweighted
trip count

ZCTA count

Sunday

28,103

262

Monday

26,268

263

Tuesday

26,984

256

Wednesday

29,271

257

Thursday

33,878

264

Friday

43,547

269

Saturday

43,795

277

231,846

337*

Day

TOTAL

Day

Hour

Saturday

10pm

Saturday

9pm

Friday

5pm

Friday

9am

Friday

4pm

*Total unique values

Figure B-18: TNC trip volume by hour and day, Washington DC region
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Table B-15: Top zip code flow pairs
Origin

Destination

Hourly Flows Volume

20001

20001

160

4103

20001

20002

164

3860

20001

20009

158

3850

20002

20002

166

3781

20009

20001

158

3630

20002

20001

156

3329

20009

20009

154

2855

20009

20002

161

2492

20002

20009

145

2063

20007

20007

146

1944
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Locations
Figure B-19: TNC trip origins by zip code, Washington, DC, Region (all trips)
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Figure B-20: TNC trip destinations by zip code, Washington DC Region (all trips)
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Figure B-21: Major areas of TNC activity, Washington, DC, region (hourly volume greater than 50% of
highest volume flow for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored
areas indicate ZCTAs with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume). See next map for greater detail
of activity in the region’s core.
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Figure B-22: Major TNC activity, Washington, DC, core (hourly volume greater than 50% of highest
volume flow for the region). Arrows show flows between ZCTAs (darker = greater volume) colored areas
indicate ZCTAs with internal single-zip flows (darker = greater volume).
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Appendix C. TNC/Transit Exploratory Demographic Analysis
To begin to establish a better understanding of how transportation network company
(TNC) trips interact with public transit, the research team performed an exploratory
analysis of the relationships between underlying demographic variables and the level of
TNC use and the level of transit availability at different times within the study areas. While
this exploratory analysis cannot establish the magnitude or direction of the relationships it
identifies, it does point to areas for further research to investigate.
The core question is whether the area demographics that are associated with TNC supply
match, or contrast with, those associated with transit supply. The purpose of this analytical
approach is to understand the ways in which TNCs complement or substitute for public
transit.
·

Complementary relationship: If different underlying characteristics more reliably
explain the different services’ supply, then we would assume a complementary
relationship, in which the two services together represent a broadening of the
transportation market (e.g. by increasingly the supply of reliable transportation
effectively available at non-peak times, in areas away from concentrations of
employment or without convenient connections to high-frequency transit
corridors). In a complementary scenario, an individual might use a TNC to access a
public transit stop that would have otherwise been inaccessible, or take transit
rather than a personal auto at a time when transit is running, knowing they can
reliably return via TNC once transit stops running for the night.

·

Substitution relationship: The more the spatial availability of the two services is tied
to common characteristics of the physical environment and customer base implied
by the area’s demographics, the more they are likely to substitute for one another,
serving the same customers for the same types of trips. In a substitution scenario, an
individual uses a TNC instead of public transit.

Research Question
In determining whether transit and TNCs are complements or substitutes, it is important to
understand if they are spatially available to the same or different customer bases. Put
differently, the more that transit and TNCs co-locate, the more likely they are to compete
directly for the same people, enabling a stronger substitution effect. Thus the research
question is whether area demographics for TNC supply match or contrast with area
demographics for transit supply.
For the purposes of the TNC data the analysis uses the origin location rather than the
destination. This implies an assumption that the household or individual demographics of
an area reflect the customer base for the transportation services there—that the people
who live in an area are substantially the same as the people who use transportation services
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there. But in areas with a more commercial focus, this might not be the case (i.e. renters or
homeowners might be only a small part of the transportation market in an area dominated
by offices or restaurants and bars), and for this reason employment characteristics were
also part of the analysis.

Data and Constraints
This study compares three main sets of data, representing TNC trips, scheduled transit
supply, and the characteristics of populations and in the areas where the transportation
services operate:
1. TNC trip data for 5 metro areas. These data were provided by a major national TNC
and were supplied to the researchers aggregated by origin and destination zip code
and hour of week, using relative percent instead of counts. Further, the data sums all
trips during May 2016 into a one-week time frame. The metro areas covered by the
data are Chicago, Los Angeles, Nashville, Seattle, and Washington, DC. See
Appendices A and B for detailed descriptions of these data.
2. Transit stop and schedule data. For each metro area in the TNC data set all current
General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data were downloaded for October and
November 2016. This data is designed to contain all schedule and route information
for all trips being performed by the transit agency, including detailed stop locations.
3. Demographic data. Information on population, race, income, car ownership,
education, and employment is combined to create a demographic profile of each
study area. Data was primarily collected from the American Community Survey
(ACS) 2015 5-year estimates and Longitudinal Employment Household Dynamics
(LEHD) databases.
The TNC data provided the main constraints for the exploratory analysis. On the one hand,
the data comprised some 1.3 million observations across five different metro areas, a broad
geographical scope. On the other hand, those data were summarized at the zip code level—
a coarse spatial resolution for studying transportation, particularly public transit, since a
single downtown zip code might contain multiple train stations and scores of bus stops on
dozens of different routes. Since they were originally designed as a means for organizing
mail delivery to a series of addresses, zip codes have a large variation in area, shape,
population, and infrastructure distribution. Beyond the difficulty this produces for
comparing across zip codes, this can also translate into different areas within a single zip
code having widely varying transportation and demographic characteristics that might be
obscured at a summary level. Thus, the research question had to be something we could be
addressed using zip-code level comparisons.
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Methodology
The overall methodology for this analysis was to determine which demographic and
transportation characteristics were associated with transit and TNC usage in different
cities and at different points in the travel week.
Geographic information systems (GIS), PostgreSQL/PostGIS (a spatially-enabled database
useful for storing and manipulating large quantities of data) and the Python programming
language were used to facilitate spatial aggregation and provide a replicable, programmatic
approach to the problem.
The basic approach was to use ordinary least squares regression to explore associations
between demographic and transportation characteristics with transit and TNC usage, and
to contrast the variables associated with the two modes at a given portion of the travel
week.
·

Frequency of TNC pick-ups vs. transit stops. The first step was to estimate how often
TNC pick-ups occurred in a given zip code and time frame versus how often transit
stops occurred in the same zip code and time-frame. The TNC data was already
organized by hour and zip code, so what remained was to create a similar matrix of
scheduled transit stops by hour and zip code.
It was necessary to transform the GTFS data from stop location and schedule
information to spatial frequency information. Using an open source GIS tool called
Better Bus Buffers, the data was processed to count how many times any transit
vehicle would be scheduled to stop at each transit stop, and then that data was
aggregated to the total number of transit vehicle stops in a given zip code by the
hour of day. This number was also divided by the size of the zip code in square
miles to get the density of stops per hour.

·

Demographic data. The background Census demographic data was also collected at
or aggregated to the zip code level. The following were the data points used as
independent variables in the regression:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Education: University Grads (%)
Households with no vehicle (%)
Housing tenure: Owner/Renter (%)
Job density (count per square mile)
Median household income
Population ages 15-24 (%)
Population ages 25-44 (%)
Population ages 45-64 (%)
Population density (count per square mile)
Population earning no more than twice the poverty line (%)
Unemployed population (%)
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·

White/Non-white population (%)

This data was used in an iterative process with the “Exploratory Regression Analysis Tool”
available in ESRI ArcGIS. This tool will test a combination of independent variables against
a dependent variable and return a log detailing the combinations with the highest
explanatory power. All the demographic variables above were provided as potential
independent variables. They were iteratively tested for their ability to predict dependent
variables, which represented the two transport modes in each of the five study regions
(plus a combination of them all) at six different “dayparts,” or combinations of time of day
and day of week. Together, the two modes, six regions, and six dayparts produce a total of
72 possible combinations to be tested.

Region

Daypart (weekday unless
noted otherwise)

Mode

•All regions
•Chicago
•Los Angeles
•Nashville
•Seattle
•Washington, DC
•All day
•AM Peak (6-10am)
•Mid-day (10am-2pm)
•PM Peak (4-8pm)
•Late Night Saturday (10pm-3am)
•Minimum Active Service (9pm-12am, Sun)

•Transit
•TNC

Mode as independent variable
In addition to the 12 demographic independent variables, TNC or transit supply were also
used as independent variables when not being used as dependent variables. When
predicting TNC usage (dependent variable) transit density per zip code & time of day was
tested as an independent variable; when predicting transit usage (dependent variable) TNC
density per zip code and time of day was tested as an independent variable. This gave a
total of 13 independent variables.

Findings
·

Public transit supply. In most cases, greater supply of transit is associated with a
combination of job density and zero-vehicle households.
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As a fixed route, public service, transit is supplied based on the most consistent
demand—explained by concentrations of jobs and of households without personal
vehicles. Demographic factors such as income, housing tenure, race, and education
had little noticeable association with the supply, which reflects the public
orientation of transit service, and its mandate to serve as equitably as possible.
·

TNC use. TNC use, on the other hand, was more commonly associated with
combination of population aged 25–44 and population density, with job density a
factor in some of the metros.

·

Variations in demographic associations with of TNC use. Though income,
race/ethnicity, education, unemployment levels, and housing tenure were included
as independent variables, they rarely emerged up as associated variables, and in no
case did one of these variables appear to be associated across multiple regions. In no
other region did one of these factors appear across multiple dayparts.
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Appendix D: Shared Mobility Survey Methodology and Additional
Data
This section covers the shared mobility survey developed and administered by the authors
of this study, and which also informed TCRP Research Report 188. The survey developed
and administered by the four public transit agencies (in which the authors had no role) is
described in Appendix F.
For the survey, the survey sample frame included adult residents of the study regions who
have used one or more shared-use modes, including transit. The researchers requested
distribution by transit agencies and shared-mobility operators in all the study markets, as
well as in New York City. The recruitment method was through invitations to a web-based
survey instrument emailed directly to known users by cooperating agencies and operators.
Provider-specific links, called collectors, allowed the researchers to track where the
responses were coming from and to shut off responses at the end of their open period.
Distribution partners in each market are listed in the table below.
Table B-1: Survey distribution partners, dates, and response counts

Market
Austin
Boston
Chicago
Los Angeles
Nashville
New York City
San Francisco Bay
Area

Seattle

Washington, DC

Agency or operator
Car2go
Motivate/Hubway
Motivate/Divvy
CTA
LA Metro
MTA, RTA
Motivate/CitiBike
BART
Motivate/Bay Area
Bikeshare
Car2go
Motivate/Pronto Cycle
Share
WMATA
Motivate/Capital
Bikeshare
Car2Go

Field dates
9/17/15-10/1/15
10/8/15-10/22/15
9/24/15-10/8/15
1/29/16-2/18/16
10/6/15-10/20/15
2/27/17-3/13/17
9/23/15-10/7/16
9/18/15-10/8/15
(staggered samples)
9/16/15-9/30/15

Total responses
539
69
424
4861
653
936
508
179
5

9/17/15-10/1/15
9/15/15-9/29/15

992
30

9/16/15-9/30/15
9/17/15-10/1/15

830
74

9/17/15-10/1/15

248
10,348

Total

The survey contained an initial screening question about overall experience with new
shared-use modes, asked whether respondents had “ever used a shared form of
transportation like bike-sharing, car-sharing, or ride-sharing like Uber or Lyft.”
Respondents who answered “No” went immediately to a portion of the survey that only
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asked about transit technology, followed by collection of demographic information,
including home zip code. The geographic distribution of home zips generally matches the
distribution locations.
Sampling considerations
Because the researchers were limited to working with convenience samples in each
market—those individuals we were able to reach via the partners who agreed to distribute
our survey, all of whom were had previously supplied their email addresses to the agencies
or operators—we must be cautious about inferring to the wider population of shared-use
mobility and transit users and certainly to the general population. First, the survey was
administered via an online form, and links to this form were distributed by email. This
implies a basic level of technological facility, and a willingness to participate in research
about transportation. Second, the survey took place in several of the largest, most dense,
and most expensive cities in the country; thus, the sample is likely over-representative of
higher-income, more highly educated individual compared to the general US public.
We should also make note of the small sample sizes in some markets relative to others: we
received only 69 responses via the Boston collectors, and fewer than 200 in San Francisco.
In addition, we might expect some bias related to the mode of the distribution channels for
the various surveys. In Los Angeles, Nashville, and San Francisco the survey was
distributed almost exclusively via the transit agencies; in Boston and New York, the survey
was distributed solely via bikeshare operators; and in Austin and Seattle the primary
channel was a carsharing operator. One subpopulation this distribution might miss would
be people who use ridesourcing exclusively among shared-use modes, and have zero
history with transit. Unfortunately, we don't have a way of estimating the size of this
population until more is known about levels of ridesourcing usage in urban areas and the
traveling population overall. This is an area for further research.
Overall, the familiarity with and level of information about shared-use modes in the general
population is likely to differ somewhat from what we found from our respondents.
The survey was distributed in several phases through both private shared-use operators
and transit agencies starting in mid-September 2015. The survey link was directly emailed
to more than 75,000 email recipients plus many newsletter and social media followers, and
received 10,348 at least partial responses, of which 7,961 reached the end of the survey.
The number of responses to individual questions varied, with some respondents skipping
individual questions while answering others later in the survey.
The circulated version of the survey instrument is attached in Appendix E.
Additional data
In addition to asking for home zip code, the survey asked respondents in which metro area
they generally used their top shared-use mode—this distinction was intended to elicit
information about where the shared-mode use actually took place, even if these services
were not available near respondents’ homes (for example, people who use the public train
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and bikesharing when they’re in Washington, DC, even though their hometown only has
bus service).
As would be expected, all but a few respondents told us that they most commonly use
shared-use modes in one of the eight metro areas where the survey was fielded (the seven
study cities plus New York City). We received fewer than 100 responses to this question for
either Boston or San Francisco, reinforcing the caution we must take with what we infer
from our results about those areas due to their small sample size.
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Appendix E: Shared Mobility Survey Instrument
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Appendix F: Transit Agency Survey Instrument
This section contains the survey instrument developed and administered by the four
transit agencies (MARTA in Atlanta, NJTransit in New Jersey, BART in the Bay Area, and
WMATA in Washington, DC) described in Section IV of the study. There were small
differences between agencies in some questions’ specific wording (particularly in how they
referred to other transit agencies in the region), but the overall instrument was largely the
same for all four agencies.
The following pages contain the survey as administered by BART.
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